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Why publish?

 It has to be fun for you
You create really new creation
 If it's just for a Ph.D. it is unhappiness
 you can have more pleasure from 

successfully solved practical topics 
than from article published in Science



Basic strategy

 To have very good design of experiment (results)

 Write article as soon as possible

 Work on a series of articles together, permanently
(lag cannot be longer than a one or two week)

 Some topics „appeared" in time

 also „weak data" can be published

IF 0.901



Choice of journal

 Topic has to correspond to topics of journal 
(was there such a thing?)

 try the „best possible“
 Exclude American and Scandinavian journals
 Permanent screening of journals
 I know people
 I can suggest reviewers
 Short communication/note (1,500 words)
(Original contributions, Short communications, Advances in methodology, Reviews, Perspectives, Book 
reviews)



Recent exam of short communication

Q2



Ideal construction process of article

1. Results

2. Make graphs and comment them

3. Write abstract

4. Spread the abstract

5. Methods

6. Discussion (use of written texts)

7. Introduction



Notes to chapter methods
 Absolutely evident
 Statistics at the end

◦ exactly what and how we tested
 It is unnecessary to divide text into subchapters

◦ however, sometimes favourable



Discussion
 At the beginning summary of 

results
 Discuss everything from 

methods and consequently in 
the results
◦ You can find articles in good 

journals that do not comply 
with it

 Conclusion (unless a separate 
chapter, but usually not)

 Sometimes they require a "story"
 Citing better (Holuša 2015) not 

Holuša (2015)



Ratio of chapters

 Introduction: Methodology: Results: 
Discussion

 2 : (1-2) : (1-2) : (2-4)
 Attention to limit the number of 

references in some journals
 Avoid of grey literature



Graphs
 Graphs (figures) have to be
 According to the journal rules
 Consider numbers of graphs (not to much)
 Duplication of data in text, tables and graphs is unacceptable
 You have to decide what style of data presentation you choose



Maps can help…
but they have to say something more

Rejected in Northwestern of Zoology….IF 0,869
accepted in J.Insect. Cons……….. IF 1.717



Statistics
 Depends on fields of study

 Microbiologists - nonparametric tests

 Ecologists - necessary "unnecessarily" complicated analysis 

 Artificial neural network (not necessarily assumptions, nobody 
understands them, guaranteed acceptation)

 Even in good journals can publish articles without statistics

◦ It must be created as a hypothesis

◦ And well-discussed



English

 Really important
 Native speaker
 Ideally, if he fulfils the function of editor
 Expert in field
 It is expensive
 You must find good corrector

◦ Our editor does not extend clientele 
◦ "Nobody of us never could not write a good 

article in English"

Dr. Bruce Jaffee



Review process

 reviewers decide about future of your 
manuscript
◦ The first winning - editor positively evaluate
◦ The second winning - reviewer will evaluate 

as at least „a major revision“

 Do everything what reviewer wants
 Well comment and describe
 Check status

decide
decide



Example: easy submission

 Totally new data
 Extensive data
 International team



Example:  A simple experiment 
with practical impact

 Almost problem-free publications

 Refused in Journal of Economic Entomology

JPestSci……IF 2,64 



Do not worry about cooperation!
 It is always very useful
 Four articles



…conclusion…

it does not end by publishing 
of article 

You have to skin that rabbit four times:-D


